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D’Ette Nogle Does the Dougie

Ms. Nogle appears in the video dancing alongside two males student in a classroom at the city’s 
Fairfax High School, where she teaches. They clap, hands high, and start bouncing in place, hopping 
from one leg to another. Then they get down low to the ground, and start popping up and down. He’s 
a bit looser and more natural than her, but only by a bit. She picks it up quickly.

It’s easily the most purely entertaining piece I saw at NADA yesterday, and also the most uncannily 
straightforward—patently unpretentious, just a little slice of something that happened slipped into 
the art fair. It recalls the regime of dance lessons that Ryan McNamara undertook during the 2010 
“Greater New York” at MoMA PS1 and Michael Smith’s various forays into education, but it handily 
eludes any easy reference point. It’s sincere, but not about technique, as in the former, or as parody, 
like the latter.

The piece shows how culture happens, how an idea or a form moves from one person and one dis-
course to another—a man to a woman, a student to a teacher—on its way through a society. (This was 
shot at least a year and half before the First Lady performed the dougie with students.)

The work also happens to have a great back story. Ms. Nogle explains in a statement that she made 
it for Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer’s Pep Talk Reader website. “Responding to [her] invitation to make a 
one-minute dance video per Nietzsche’s sentiment that he would only believe in a God who knew how 
to dance,” she writes, “I am following the jerkin’ style dance moves of two of my students…”

ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH 2012

Stroll into Clifton Benevento’s booth at NADA to see 
the two slick new Zak Kitnick metal pieces hanging 
on their back wall, and chances are you will hear 
some music coming from around a corner.

“Can you teach me how to dougie?” a man sings. 
“You know why? ‘Cause all the bitches love me. All 
I need is a beat that’s super bumping, and for you, 
you, and you to back it up and dump it!” It’s a snip-
pet of the Cali Swag District’s “Teach Me How to 
Dougie,” and it’s playing on loop in a video by Los 
Angeles artist D’Ette Nogle.

The video is called Culturally Relevant Pedagogy 
(Teach Me How to Dougie) (2009), and it’s over in 
just over than a minute—just about the perfect length 
for video art at a fair, even one as comfortably sized 
as NADA.

D’Ette Nogle,’Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (Teach Me 
How to Dougie),’ 2009. (Courtesy the artist and Clifton 
Benevento)
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On View: ‘Changing Table’ at Kate Werble  
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In Bed With Sophia (1980) by Jon Imber  
 
 
Almost all of the work here is battered, decaying, melting down, sprouting fungi, broken, deadpan, 
or obscure—and also thrilling and alluring. It looks like water is shooting from a metal pipe 
adorning Win McCarthy’s long, low cardboard sculpture, but it’s glass. Bananas are going very 
bad, affixed to a Plexi box—empty but for incense—that Carlos Reyes has hung from the ceiling, 
the remnant of some ritual act. That little red-and-white-winged dart stuck in the wall is by Brock 
Enright, its tip supposedly poisoned, though we will just have to trust him on that one. The show, 
organized by Werble’s manager, Jody Graf, teems with uncanny energy. It wonders how much 
we really know about objects and their psychological power when they are open to flows—and 
become stores—of time, information and energy, as in Ben Morgan-Cleveland’s slice of burlap on 
the floor, which was imprinted with dirt and dust by trucks cruising over it while it sat on 
cobblestones. (Or forget objects: it’s just words in the case of Andy Meerow’s deliciously wry and 
discomfiting stacked diptych, each tan slab of vinyl printed with one word, “MILK” and “DEBT.”) 
Gems of videos from the mid-1970s by artist Pooh Kaye (in which she figures naked, in mud and 
on a table) and a huge 1980 painting by Jon Imber (a nude man with a clownish face, sleeping in 
a bed alongside a proper, reading woman) lend an eerie psychological foundation to what is a 
very lucid, specific picture of some of today’s most intriguing vanguard practices. 
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Andy Meerow, Beige Split (MILK DEBT), 2014


